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The Ensemble Approach
The study of chemical transforma9ons has been
dominated by the ensemble method:
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The Ensemble Approach
Bulk Methods (in mul'plo studies):
Robust: signals are propor9onal to
the number of molecules
in the reac9on vessel.
•

• We are following what happens to
• the popula9on on average.
The proper9es we see (color here)
is the average over 9me
and over the popula9on of molecules.

The Ensemble Approach
Bulk Methods (in mul'plo studies):
• Every molecule is doing something
•diﬀerent. They react
at diﬀerent 9mes, some fast, some
slow, some in between.

• S9ll, we can learn a great deal about
•the reac9on

at different times, some fast,
some slow, some in between.
Even so, we can infer a lot
about the reactions taking place
inside the vessels. We are
following what happens to the
population on average.

at different times, some fast,
some slow, some in between.
Even so, we can infer a lot
about the reactions taking place
inside the vessels. We are
following what happens to the
population on average.

The Ensemble Approach
Yet, despite their power and
robustness, these methods
represent a great compromise. We don’t
get to follow the actual
trajectories of the molecules as they
undergo their reac9ons.
Just the dynamics of the mean of
the popula9on, what we
(honestly) call “kine9cs”.

But:
Why would we want to follow reac9ons one
molecule at a 9me?
Are there any advantages to study single
molecules?

Why Single Molecule Methods?
One place where the microscopic view
maXers is the
cell interior:
Many cellular processes, such as:
‐ Chromosome replica9on and segrega9on
‐ DNA transcrip9on, recombina9on, and
‐ RNA transla9on
are o\en carried out by very few molecules in the cell.

Why Single Molecule Methods?

Many proteins in the cell
will bind to the DNA with
nanomolar aﬃnity.
One molecule in an E. coli cell (about 1 µm3 in volume) is at a concentra9on of ~ 1.6 nM.

Note that when the concentration of free molecules is equal to Kdiss, the
concentration of the free DNA site is equal to the concentration of the
DNA site bound to the protein, so you get 50% saturation of the DNA site!

Why study single molecules?
How do reac9ons in the cell occur at the single
molecule level? What do they tell us about the
mechanism of the reac9on?
Do all molecules follow the same trajectory in their
reac9on from reactants to products?

Why study single molecules?
How “noisy” are the processes that depend on the
par9cipa9on of just a few molecules?
Can we learn something from the ﬂuctua9ons that
we may observe from studying reac9ons at the
single molecule level?

Single Molecule Methods
Single Molecule Methods (in singulo studies):
• Molecules display a fast, instantaneous dynamics
• Behavior appear random and stochas9c (noisy)
• Fluctua9ons dominate the behavior of the system
• Molecules may be found to co‐exist in various states:
popula9ons may be mul9modal
• Molecules can be found in states far from the mean of the
popula9on (extreme states)

Multimodal Populations
When you measure some molecular property of an ensemble
of molecules you may be looking at a homogeneous popula9on
or mul9ple popula9ons, ie. molecules may exist in more than
one form:
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Molecular property

The Extensional Elasticity of
DNA

Migration DNA Molecules During
Gel Electrophoresis
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The Elastic Response of DNA
The extensional elas9city of DNA can be probed by a simple
experiment:
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The Molecular Spring Experiment
Micron‐size
bead
F
DNA
Pippette

Fluctua9ng Extension, x

Idea: To determine the force F, needed to
extend the molecule an amount x

ONE MANNER THAT WE CAN DO THIS EXPERIMENT IS THIS
WAY:

Optical Tweezers

 Light carries momentum. Use it to trap objects that have
a refrac9ve index diﬀerent from the surrounding medium
such as a plas9c bead
 If the bead is displaced away from the center of the beam
a force arises that tends to bring it back to that center
 A bead displaced from the center leads to a corresponding
displacement of the light in opposite direc9on

DNA Assembly: Using a DNA Fishing Line
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Experimental Force-Extension Curves

DNA is a highly non‐linear spring
A Hookian spring: “Uc tensio sic vis”

Froce (pN)

Force - Extension Behavior of dsDNA
and ssDNA

Frac9onal Extension
Smith, et al., Science 258, 1122 (1992)
Bustamante et al., Science 265, 1599 (1994)
Smith, et al., Science 271, 795 (1996)

The Worm-like Chain Model
We model mathema9cally this problem using the so‐called
Worm‐like Chain (WLC) model of polymer elas9city:
This treatment yields the following expression:
P = persistence length
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L = contour length
F = force
z = end‐to‐end extension
kB = Boltzmann constant
T = absolute temperature

Bustamante et al. Science, 265, 1599‐1600 (1994)
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This interpola9on formula is an excellent approxima9on to
the exact solu9on throughout most of the range of forces
inves9gated by the magne9c bead experiment.

Fitting the WLC Model to the Data

FJC

WLC

How do we go from pulling a molecule
of DNA to following reactions in
singulo?
It turns out that the DNA pulling experiment furnishes
the basis of a number of assays to follow the ac9vity of
many nucleic acid motors and other molecular machines…

New Biological Paradigma

“The en9re cell can be viewed as a
factory that contains an elaborate
network of interlocking assembly
lines, each of which is composed of a
set of large protein machines.”
Bruce Alberts
Cell 92, 291‐294 (1998)

The Cell as a Modular Factory
•The cell has a Modular Architecture
– Each central func9on
»Replica9on
»Transcrip9on
»Transla9on
»Transloca9on

Recombina9on
Splicing
Protein Folding
Protein Degrada9on

is performed by specialized mul9protein
assemblies
•These processing central units func9on as
Molecular Machines

Molecular Machines

• Assemblies of 10 or more proteins
• Contain various parts with specialized
func9ons
• Relevant dimensions in the nanometer
scale
•
•Chemical species interact in a highly speciﬁc

Motor Studies

Single molecule manipula9on methods are ideally suited
to study these molecular machines, since force and
displacement, the two variables that are most natural
for these molecules are direct observables in these
experiments.

Following Transcrip9on One
Molecule at a Time
So in fact, we could now follow
a reaction such as this:
RNA
transcript

RNA
polymerase

DNA template

Following transcription one
molecule at a time

Transcrip9on

Following transcription one
molecule at a time

Following transcription one
molecule at a time

Following translation one
codon at a time

Following real‐9me transla9on

Real-time movie. Using VE60hp. Details in next slide.
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Following real‐9me transla9on
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Real-time movie. Using VE60hp. Details in next slide.

The ribosome as a molecular motor

Move from hairpin constructs to ssRNA constructs.

“Tug‐of‐war” geometry
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The ribosome as a molecular motor
base translocated
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Movies for 3-base steps on unstructured ssRNA.
Bottom: whole trance, boxed: same as the movie.
Gray trace: 50 Hz, red: 5 Hz

Rate vs. force during the
translation of single stranded RNA
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Opposing force on ribosome decreases
rate of transla9on of single strand
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So the ribosome is a strong machine… it can develop forces at least as
high as 12 pN.

